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1. Let V,,, be an algebraic variety, of complex dimension m, and without 
singularities, lying in S~, and let Vk denote the section of V.~ by a general  
S~_~+~ of S , .  It has been established by LEFSCHETZ [1,88] that any, p -cyc le  
iu V.~ (p ~ m )  is homologous to a p -cyc lo  in V~, but in general  a p -cyc le  
of Vm is not homologous to a cycle contained in any algebraic sub-var ie ty  
of Vm of complex dimension less than p. But some p-cyc les  in V,, may be 
homologous to cycles in a sub-var ie ty  of dimension less than p ;  we shall 
call such cycles embedded cycles. One of the major  problems of the topological 
theory of varieties is to determine neecesary and sufficient conditions that 
a p -cyc le  be embedded, but up to the present  it is only possible to answer  
this question in a l imited number  of cases. 

If p ~--~m ~ 2, a 2-cycle I ~ is embedde]  if and only if it is a lgebraic ;  
and LEFSCHETZ [ | ,  72] has shown that a necessary and sufficient condition 
for this is that every algebraic double integral  of the first  kind at tached 
to V~ should have period zero on F (~). This result  has been extended to the 
case p~---2, m ) 2  by the author  [2], who has shown that a necessary and 
sufficient condition that there should exist a positive integer r such that r r  (~ 
be algebraic is that every algebraic double integral  of the first kind at tached 
to Vm should have zero period on 1~% put it is not yet  known wether,  when  
this condition is satisfied, we can take r - - - 1 .  For  values of p greater  than 
two, very little is known, beyond the fact [IIoDGE 3, § 5!.1 ] that a necessary 
condition for F <~) to be embedded is that every algebraic p - fo ld  integral  of 
the first kind at tached to V,~ should have zero period on F Cp). In  cer tain 
special cases, for instance in the case ~ in which F C~) is the direct product of 
a number  of curves and surfaces, or for rational varieties, it is possible to 
prove that the condition is also sufficient, but no proof yet  exists that the 
condition is sufficient in the general  case. 

The purpose of this paper  is to prove the sufficiency of the condition 
in another  special case. The result  which we shall prove is as follows: 

I f  an algebraic variety V 3 with only ordinary singularities in S~, of 
complex dimension three, has the property that its hypcrplane sections have 
geometric genus zero, the every 3-cycle on it is embedded. 
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It  should be noted that the surface in which the cycle is embedded need 
not be irreducible.  Since the geometric genus of the prime sections is zero 
it is easily seen that there are no algebraic triple integrals attached to V3, 
so that the necessary condition for any 3-cycle  to be embedded is saris[led, 
and our theorem therefore shows that in the par t icular  case considered the 
condition is also sufficient.  

A par t icular  application of the theorem is to cubic hypersurfaee  in S 4. 
It  is well  known that this variety has ten independent  3-cycles, and it has 
already been shown by TODD [5] that these cycles are  all embedded. 

2. We shall refer  the V3 t o  a general ly chosen simplex of reference,  
and by taking one of the faces of this to be the prime at infinity, we shall 
regard V 3 as a variety in affine space having the equation 

f(z, y, z, t ) =  o. 

For convenience, we shall assume that the general  plane section of V 3 has 
genus greater  than zero. This is allowable, because if the plane sections are 
rat ional  so is V~, and the theorem follows in this case from the known 
properties of rational varieties. 

We make use of the methods employed by LEFSCItETZ [1,83] tO investi- 
gate the topology of a V3, taking the pencil  of hypcrplane sections z = const. 
as the basic pencil  of surfaces used in investgating the topology of V3, and 
denoting the members  of this pencil  by C~, C~,  .... Similarly, in the investi- 
gation of the topology of C~ we consider the pencil  of sections on this given 
by y = const., and denoting the curves of the pencil  by C~,~, etc. 

When we investigate the topology of C~ we denote the crit ical values 
of y by b~(z) (i ~---1 .... , N~). The planes y ~-b~(z) are the tangent  planes to C, 
parallel to y - "  const. Then, following LEFSCHET~, we draw laeets bb~(z) in 
the y -p lane  from a selected point b to each of the critical points. It will be 
convenient  to chose b as the point at infinity so that the curve C~, is the 
same for all z; for convenience we shall wri te  C for C~.  

We denote the vanishing cycle of Cu, corresponding to y---b~(z) by ~m, 
and let h~ (~ denote the locus of ~m as y describes the lacet bb~(z). Any 2-cy- 
cle V "0) of C~ satisfies a homology 

where (C) is a two-chain  of 0, and the k's are integers, and conversely 

is a 2-cycle  (possibly homologous to zero) for a suitably chosen 2-chain  (C}, 

if and only if 
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To consider the topology of V3, we denote the crit ical values of z by 
a~, ..., aN~, and in the z-plane we draw lacets aa~ from a conveniently chosen 
point a. To each a~ there corresponds u vanishing 2-cycle  of C, which we 
denote by ~(~); and we denote the locus of ~(~) as z describes the !ace~ aa~ 
by 5~ c~). Then, again, every 3-cycle  F (3) of V~ satisfies a homology 

r (~) ~ 1: ~ ( " ~  + (0~), 

where  (Ca) is a 3-chain  in Ca, and ~t~,..., ~t m are integers, and conversely 

is a 3-cycle  (possibly homologous to zero) for a suitably chosen 3-chain  (Ca) 
if and only if 

E ~t~ (~'c,~0, in C,. 

Since ~(~ is a 2-cycle in C~, we have a homology expressing it in terms 
of the A~(~); we write this as 

~(~' ~ Z a ~  `~) + (~)~ (i = 1, ..., 2V~). 
i 

3. A base ~,~(~ .... , yR (~) for the 2-cycles of C, can be chosen so thai 

(i) ~, (2~,..., ~,p(~ are dependent  only on the vanishing cycles of C, ;  

(it) "(~+L (~), ..., yR (~ are dependent  only on the invariant  cycles of C, ;  

(iii) the intersection number  (y~c~)y e-)) is zero if i ~  ~ , j  ~ ~ .  

Then the R X R intersection matr ix  of cycles 7, (*) (i ~ 1, ..., R) is of the form 

(,¢~ 0 )  

~Z ~ 0 CZ~ 

where  a~ is a non singular  ~ X ~  matr ix  and :¢2 is a nou singular 
(R - -  ~)  X (R - -  p~) matrix.  

/~ow make use of the fact that the geometric genus of Cz is zero. Then 
[HEDGE, 4] the s ignature of a is one, and hence e i t h e r  a~ or at must be 
negative definite. Now, Cu~ an invar iant  cycle of C~ and hence it is expres- 
sible in terms of ~'p1+1C~, ..., yR ~2~, and has positive grade. Therefore a s cannot 
be negative def ini te ;  and we conclude thet a~ is negative definite. 

Consider the cycles y~(~),..., yp(~). When  z describes any closed circuit  in 
its plane, these cycles are replaced by 7'4,',., ~/p~, where  y'~ is expressible 
in terms of vanishing cycles and hence 

a ' ~ (i - -  1, (~j integers) iY ~ c,o ;~iyj (~), .'., Pi) are 

where a~ ---- det. a , .  
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However,  intersection numbers  are not affected by the subs t i tu t ion;  hence 

that is 

It is easy to see that, since ~, is negative definite, there can only be a 
finite number  of matr ices  ), sat isfying a relation of this form. Consider, for 
instance, the ira r o w  of ),: k i t , . , .  , ~,ie~. The k~j satisfy the relat ion 

~ O;hhkih~ik ~ Ob~ ~j 
h k 

and since a, is negative definite there can be only a finite number  of sets 
of integers ),q sat isfying this relation. 

From this we conclude that from 

we can only obtain a finite number  of distinct cycles in C~ by taking z round 
a closed cycle in its plane. This does not mean that there are necessari ly 
only a finite number  of possible sets of coefficients a '~ , . . . ,  a'iN~ obtainable 
from a~,,..., a~v,, but  only that we have a finite number  of sets of coeffi- 
cients a~ (-~), ..., a~m (~' (j = 1, ..., k) such that any set of coefficients derivable 
from a~ , . . . ,  a~y~ by taking z round a closed cycle differs from one of these 
by a set of coef[icients corresponding to a 2-cycle  homologous to zero in C, 

4. Let  
" P~ (x. v,  ~, t)d~ (h = ~, .. . .  p) 

f t  

be a base for the Abelian integrals of the first kind at tached to Cv~. W e  
may assume that Ph(x, Y, z, t) is a polynomial  in x, y, z, t, adjoin~ to 
f(x, y, z, t). Let A 0 be any one the points at infinity on C,,,, and consider 

the Abelian equations 
(xi, y, z) bj(z) 

, = w  f t  - -  2~:ij=~ a.k~ ] ~ - V _ ~  ' (h =: 1, . . . ,  p),  
Ao b 

where  .Q~ (y, z) is the period of 

f Ph(x~, y, z, l)dx 
f t  

on the cycle ~jm in Cv,.  
If  z is kept  f ixed and y varied, the set of points (x~, y, z),..., (xp, y, z) 

describes a curve Dh [cf. LEFSC~[E~Z, 1,69]. This curve satisfies the homology 

Da ~ ~m_~_m~C0, 
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where  m~ is some integer. This curve Dk may not be rat ional  in z, however,  
that is, the coefficients of its < zugeordnete form ~) may not be rational func- 
tions of z. However,  as z varies and describes a closed circuit, ma must 
remain fixed, and there are only a. finite number  of possible cycles which 
can be obtained from ~k (~), each of which determines a corresponding Dh 
uniquely.  Hence  the coefficients of the zugeordnete form of Dk are algebraic. 
It  follows that as z describes its whole plane, Do generates an algebraic sur- 
face F~. It is in fact true that we get the same surface F for each k,  since 
[cf. L]~:~ 'sc~z l, 106] we can find a suitable path for z which transforme 
~2~ into ~h (~ for any assigned h. 

5. In Cz consider the 3-chain Ma ~ such that 

M k  ¢~) ~ Dk ~ ~k (~ - -  m k C o  , 

and let Nk be its locus as z describes the l a c e t a a  a. Let 

be any 3-cycle  of V~. Then 

- - -  + ( G ) ]  + ( c ) ,  

where  (C) is a 3-chain  consisting of the sums of 3-chains in Coo, Ca~, . . . ,  CAN,, 

and d~ °) is the locus of D~ as z describes the lacet a a ~ .  Hence  

V ~, c,~ ~ t~kdk (~) + (C). 

But  d~ 3 lies in Fk;  hence X ~ k d 2 +  C is entirely contained in a (reducible) 
algebraic surface. Our theorem is therefore proved. 

In conclusion, we point  out that only trivial differences in the proofs 
are necessary the show that if V~ is  a threefold containing an c<~ ~ linear 
systems of surfaces which  

(i) have geometric genus zero;  
(it) do not contain an infinity of reducible  surfaces ;  

(i i i)  have positive grade ;  

then any 3-cycle  on V 3 is embedded. 
Also, it should be noticed that we have only used the condition that ~vg 

is zero for C in order to show that the vanishing cycles of C are algebraic;  
the theorem can be extended to any V 3 in which the vanishing cycles in C 
are algebrMc. 

The result can also be extended to 3-cycles  of Vm when two dimensional 
l inear sections have Pa ~ 0, as in the case of 2-cycles  [HODG:S 2]. 
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